NSF Awards $12 Million For Radio Spectrum And Wireless Technology Research
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The National Science Foundation (NSF) continues to support projects to promote efficient radio spectrum sharing and new wireless technologies, with its latest funding awards amounting to $12 million going to 11 principal investigators and projects. The grant allocation brings NSF's total investment in this area beyond $60 million for 140 projects over the past five years.

Increasing mobile data and wireless broadband use have made radio spectrum access more difficult to manage. NSF, along with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and other agencies are implementing different programs to avert a looming spectrum crisis.

In July, NSF announced that it will invest more than $400M over the next seven years to support fundamental wireless research and to develop platforms for advanced wireless research in support of the White House's Advanced Wireless Research Initiative.

NSF, in a series of workshops under its Enhancing Wireless Access to the Radio Spectrum (EARS) program, previously identified key challenges in ensuring ample availability of spectrum resources, and formulated a list of recommendations — including several cutting-edge research areas combining the fields of the physical sciences, engineering, computer and information sciences, mathematics, economics, and public policy.

"The radio frequency spectrum is a finite but exceedingly valuable natural resource that facilitates a variety of applications and services. The research activities supported by these awards represent bold new approaches with the potential to contribute to improvements in the efficiency of radio spectrum utilization while protecting passive sensing services, and allowing traditionally underserved Americans to benefit from current and future wireless-enabled goods and services," said Jim Kurose, head of NSF's Computer and Information Science and Engineering Directorate, in a news release. Together with NSF's Engineering and Math and Physical Sciences Directorates, Kurose's supported the awards, which focus on the four following areas:

1. Innovative radio hardware and access architectures to enable spectrum sharing
2. Harmonious co-existence of heterogeneous wireless technologies
3. Development of automated detection mechanisms and compliance certification methods
4. Spectrum access for science services

The three-year awards will be given to 11 projects and investigator teams.

2. Overcoming Propagation Challenges at Millimeter-Wave Frequencies via Reconfigurable Antennas — Hani Mehrpouyan, Boise State University; Hamid Jafarkhani, University of California, Irvine; Vida Vakilian, California State University, Bakersfield; Nader Behdad, University of Wisconsin-Madison.
4. Real-time Control of Dense, Mobile, Millimeter Wave Networks Using a Programmable Architecture — Nicolo Michelusi, Purdue University; Alexander Sprintson, Texas A&M University; Christopher Anderson, United States Naval Academy.
5. Toward Harmonious Coexistence of Heterogeneous Wireless Services — Jeffrey Reed, Virginia Tech.
7. Terabit-per-second Scale Networking: Design to Field Trials, Lab to Tower — Edward Knightly, Rice University.
8. Blind Source Separation with Integrated Photonics — Paul Prucnal, Princeton University; Shuangqing Wei, Louisiana State University.
10. SpecSense: Bringing Spectrum Sensing to the Masses — Samir Das, Stony Brook University.
11. Enabling Opportunistic Environmental Monitoring with Non-Uniform Sampling and Processing Circuits — Mike Shuo-Wei Chen, University of Southern California.
NSF Awards $12M For Radio Spectrum Research
Recently, the National Science Foundation (NSF) announced 11 awards, totaling $12M, to support activities aimed at enhancing the public's access to the radio frequency spectrum -- the part of the electromagnetic spectrum used to facilitate telecommunications and modern information systems essential for public safety, transportation and national defense.

"Spectrum Crunch" Solutions -- Who's On The Right Track?
The past few months have been exciting for those with an ear to the ground regarding the "spectrum crunch." Whether you believe we're nearing a breaking point for usable bandwidth, or you think the fuss is much ado about nothing, you can't ignore the myriad solutions being presented as a fix.

National Science Foundation Participates In White House Initiatives In Wireless Broadband And Technological Innovation
In conjunction with the recently-released Presidential Memorandum on Expanding America's Leadership in Wireless Innovation, the White House has announced that the National Science Foundation (NSF), along with other federal agencies, will make strategic investments in research and development to make more efficient use of the nation's airwaves.

NYU WIRELESS, SiBeam, And NI Announce Pioneering Public Testbed To Speed The Path To Ultra-Fast 5G
The NYU WIRELESS research center announced it will build an advanced programmable platform to rapidly design, prototype, and validate technologies vital for the millimeter wave (mmWave) radio spectrum, which is potentially key to launching the next ultra-high-data-rate generation of wireless communication, or 5G.

To Speed Development Of 5G, NYU WIRELESS Will Make Key Software Free And Open To All
In his keynote speech this morning at a Federal Communications Commission workshop on 5G wireless technology, pioneering researcher Theodore (Ted) Rappaport will announce that New York University is making its channel model simulator and measurement data free and open to all—potentially short-circuiting years of millimeter wave (mmWave) development time for companies hoping to vastly increase the transfer of data through the air.

UW-Madison Engineers Will Shape 5G Wireless Networks
NSF Leads Federal Effort To Boost Advanced Wireless Research
To Catch A Wireless Thief
Virginia Tech Engineers Awarded $800,000 To Improve Radio Spectrum Usage
Searching For 1,000 Times The Capacity Of 4G Wireless
NYU WIRELESS Researchers Call On Governments To Reform Safety Standards For Wireless Devices
FCC Grants NYU WIRELESS Early 'Program Experimental License' For Cutting-Edge Work Throughout The Radio Spectrum